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Examining the relationship between 
educational effectiveness and computational 

thinking in smart learning environment
☆

Oakyoung Han1 Jaehyoun Kim2*

ABSTRACT

The 4
th

 industrial revolution has brought innovation in the educational environment. The purpose of this study is to verify the 

educational effectiveness of smart learning environment especially with the computational thinking. A big data analysis was performed 

to confirm that computational thinking is the one to prepare the 4th industrial revolution. To teach computational thinking at university, 

educational design should be careful. This study verified the relationship between improvement of computational thinking ability and 

major of students with coding education. There was difference in effectiveness of the coding education depending on the major of 

students, it means students must be guaranteed to be educated by the differentiated coding education for different major. This study 

extracted factors of computational thinking through literature review. Thirteen research hypotheses were applied for the statistical 

analysis in R language. It was proved that expectation of class and improvement of abstraction ability and algorithmic thinking ability 

had mediation effect to the relationship between knowledge acquisition and problem-solving abilities. Based on this study, effectiveness 

of education can be improved, and it will lead to produce a lot of distinguished students who are ready for the 4th industrial 

revolution.

☞ keyword : Smart Learning Environment, Computational Thinking, Educational Effectiveness, Factor Analysis

1. Introduction

Due to the significant development of information science 

and technology, smart learning environment has been 

established. There are continuous trial for paradigm shift in 

education to apply the smart learning environment[1]. 

Nevertheless, most students in Korea still get text-based 

lectures in a traditional way[2]. Unfortunately, whether we 

want it or not, the wave of the 4th industrial revolution is 

coming to us at a rapid pace. In order to prepare for the era 
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of the 4th industrial revolution, education should be 

reformed[3].

Alvin Toffler said "Students in Korea are wasting time in 

schools and academies for almost 15 hours a day for 

unnecessary knowledge and for jobs that will not exist in the 

future"[4]. It is time to change method of education. 

Diversified and personalized education along with applying 

utilization of internet and communication services could be 

important approaches for the competitive future. This 

approach can be indicated as the smart learning environment. 

However, applying the smart learning environment for every 

education field could be an excessive approach. Since we 

need to verify whether the smart learning environment can 

improve the effectiveness of education since giving better 

opportunities to students and reflecting effectiveness to 

students are different matter.

It is obvious that we need the ability to understand 

machines and work with machines in the future. The 

language that can control machines is a programming 

language, and the way to communicate with the machine is 

the software. The requested qualification for the future 
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workers is understanding software. In order to collaborate 

with software, we must have computational thinking. 

Learning computational thinking boom is happening 

nationwide in Korea. However, there is no accurate definition 

of the computational thinking.   

In this paper, we study whether providing a smart learning 

environment actually improves the efficiency of education, 

and analyze the factors of computational thinking based on 

the survey results. The result of this study may be useful to 

improve the educational effectiveness with smart learning 

environment, and to prepare for the education of the 4th 

industrial revolution based on the effect of the factors analyzed 

for the computatioal thinking. However, you have to aware 

there are restrictions on applying it as a general case since the 

study of this paper is an analysis in a limited environment. 

2. Related Work

2.1 Smart Learning Environment

Smart learning is self-directed, resource-enriched, 

motivated, adaptive, and technology-embedded learning 

method. These characteristics imply that smart learning 

extends educational time, methods, capacity, contents, and 

spaces. These extensions lead to a smart learning 

environment. A smart learning environment aims to provide 

personalized and customized learning services to learners, 

and its goal is to support easy, engaged and effective 

learning for learners in any possible smart ways[5].

The characteristics of smart learning are encompassed as 

following: intelligent personalized study, cooperative activity, 

bi-direction, participation activity, sharing activity, intelligent 

study information management, time/space limitation 

conquest, study information generation, application of social 

networking, application of convergent education media, and 

non-linear study[6].

To enhance theses characteristics, a success strategy is 

needed. As the strengths of the smart learning, educational 

environment based system along with propulsion capacity, a 

teacher’s sense of duty, excellent support for information and 

communications infrastructure, and diversity of educational 

curriculum were reviewed[7]. It is important to have a 

strategy to success in smart learning; hence, it can bring the 

better educational environment for students who are the 

hopes of our future.

The purpose of providing smart learning environment is to 

implant problem-solving ability to students. Various 

researches are being conducted to maximize the improvement 

of problem-solving ability and to apply high technology to 

the educational field for better educational effectiveness[8].

2.2 Computational Thinking

Computational thinking is an approach to solving 

problems, building systems, and understanding human 

behavior that draws on the power and limits of computing. 

Computational thinking is the use of abstraction to tackle 

complexity and the use of automation to tackle scale. The 

combination of the automation of abstraction underlies the 

enormous capability and reach of computing[9]. 

The factors of computational thinking from the related 

work are summarized in Table 1. The concepts of each factor 

are as follows: The reformulating factor is to do formulating 

problems in a way that enables us to use a computer and 

other tools to help solve the problems. The recursive factor 

is to solve problems repeatedly. The ‘data as code’ factor is 

to treat real-life data as code. The simplifying factor is to 

turn complex procedures into  simple steps. The abstraction 

factor is to extract key elements. The decomposition factor 

is to break down into smaller problems for manageability. 

The pre-fetching factor is to prepare the necessary elements 

in advance for efficient problem solving. The ‘resource 

sharing’ factor is to use limited resources efficiently. The 

‘heuristic reasoning’ factor is to discover a solution with 

informal, intuitive, and speculative procedures. The 

‘algorithmic and procedures’ factor is to use a series of 

ordered steps to solve a problem. The ‘data collection’ factor 

is to collect input data for the solution of the problem. The 

‘data analysis’ factor is to analyze input data with proper 

processing. The ‘data representation’ factor is to represent the 

result of data processing as an output. The simulation factor 

is to reproduce the behavior of a system. The automation 

factor is to compute the abstraction of the problem. The 

generalizing factor is to infer a general principle from 

particular facts, statistics, or results. The parallel factor is to 

relate with other components for a whole problem set. The 
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FACTORS [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23]

Reformulating        
Recursive  
Data as code 
Simplifying 
Abstraction             
Decomposition     
Pre-fetching 
Resource Sharing 
Heuristic Reasoning   
Algorithmic & Procedures             
Data Collection   
Data Analysis         
Data Representation          
Simulation      
Automation           
Generalizing   
Parallel  
Pattern Generalization    
Conditional Logic 
Error Detection 

(Table 1) Factors of Computational Thinking

‘pattern generalization’ is to generalize patterns by  

understanding patterns in problems on an abstract level. The 

‘conditional logic’ factor is to apply logical thinking to 

specific conditions. The ‘error detection’ factor is to find 

potential errors for avoiding erroneous results.

3. Research Method

This section consists of five different studies. First, we 

review the improvement to the effectiveness of education in 

the smart learning environment. Second, a big data analysis 

for the 4th industrial revolution is studied to find the connect 

point with education. Third, we measure the difference in 

major for the improvement of computational thinking. 

Fourth, we perform factor analysis for computational 

thinking. Fifth, analysis of mediation effects between 

knowledge acquisition and problem-solving ability for 3 

different factors is studied.

3.1 Effectiveness of Education

To measure the educational satisfaction, we traced the 

algorithm class for three years. In the first year, the 

algorithm class was held in a traditional learning 

environment. The class was instructor-centered, and the 

students learned the basic concepts of the algorithm along 

with only famous problems. C programming language was 

applied without any exception.

In the second year, a smart learning environment was 

selected for the algorithm class. In addition to the traditional 

learning environment, students are allowed to use any smart 

device for learning, and they implemented programs for 

smart devices using any language they wanted. SNS services 

were used to communicate with the instructor.

In the last year of the study, the enhanced smart learning 

environment was selected for the algorithm class. To enhance 

the smart learning environment, computational thinking 

approach was applied. The instructor taught only basic 

concepts of the theory, and the students had to create a 

proper problem for each strategy for algorithm. The students 

were required to simplify the problems, to draw the 

abstraction, to apply heuristic reasoning, to think recursively, 

to reformulate a new problem into a familiar problem, to 

program for automation, to parallelize their works, to 

implement a program in two different languages, to design a 

solution with procedural steps, and to cache some important 
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concepts for the future.

Even though the last environment was the most difficult, 

the satisfaction level was the highest. Figure 1 shows the result 

of the satisfaction of students. In Figure 1, LS stands for 

Learning Satisfaction, MS stands for Material Satisfaction, DI 

stands for Degree of Interest, IS stands for Interaction 

Satisfaction, and KA stands for Knowledge Acquisition. TL 

was the method for the first year of the study, SLE is the 

smart learning environment which was the method for the 

second year of the study, and CTSLE is the computational 

thinking smart learning environment which was the method 

for the last year of the study.

(Figure 1) Satisfaction of Students

As the satisfaction level had been improved, the 

effectiveness of education was getting better. It meant that, 

even if the amount of learning increased, the learner 's 

experience was widened and the learning effect was improved 

when various learning environments were supported.

3.2 Big data Analysis

To check whether the 4th industrial revolution and 

education were related, a big data analysis was performed. 

The result of it is shown in Figure 2.

As a result of a big data analysis applying ‘4th industrial 

revolution’ in Korean as a keyword, ‘educational revolution’ 

listed as a topic word. The duration for the big data analysis 

was from January 1, 2016 to September 30, 2017.

Since the word ‘education revolution’ was one of topic 

words, we went through another big data analysis for it, and 

the result is shown is Figure 3.

(Figure 2) Big data Analysis: Topic Words

(Figure 3) Big data Analysis : Word Cloud

When a big data analysis had been executed with 

‘educational revolution’ in Korean as a keyword, it extracted 

‘coding training’, ‘coding class’ and ‘software education’ as 

related words. The duration for the big data analysis was from 

January 1, 2016 to September 30, 2017.

Figure 4 showed the big data analysis of software education 

for topic word. As a result of a big data analysis applying 

‘software education’ in Korean as a keyword, ‘computational 

thinking’ listed as a topic word. The duration for the big data 

analysis was from January 1, 2016 to September 30, 2017.

(Figure 4) Big data Analysis with SW Education
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3.3 Difference in Major

We analyzed computational thinking through questionnaire. 

Since it is proved that the computational thinking is helping 

students to improve educational effectiveness, it is worthy to 

analyze factors in computational thinking. The research 

hypothesis for the survey is as follows.

▪RH01: When computational thinking is improved, problem- 

solving ability is improved.

▪RH02: The level of improvement on computational 

thinking is identical regardless of major.

▪RH03: Reformulating thinking is an independent factor of 

computational thinking.

▪RH04: Recursive thinking is an independent factor of 

computational thinking.

▪RH05: Concept for ‘data as code and code as data’ is an 

independent factor of computational thinking.

▪RH06: Simplicity is an independent factor of computational 

thinking.

▪RH07: Abstraction is an independent factor of 

computational thinking.

▪RH08: Decomposition of a problem is an independent factor 

of computational thinking.

▪RH09: Prefetching and caching is an independent factor of 

computational thinking.

▪RH10: Resource sharing is an independent factor of 

computational thinking.

▪RH11: Heuristic Reasoning is an independent factor of 

computational thinking.

▪RH12: Algorithmic thinking is an independent factor of 

computational thinking.

▪RH13: Data collection is an independent factor of 

computational thinking.

▪RH14: Data analysis is an independent factor of 

computational thinking.

▪RH15: Data representation is an independent factor of 

computational thinking.

There was total of 303 answers for the survey. The 

students who took the questionnaires were the students of the 

‘problem solving and algorithm’ class. To verify the 

questionnaire and to calculate statistics, R programming 

language had been used.  

According to numerical statistics, almost 80% of the 

respondents agreed  the need for education of software. 

Figure 5 is showing the result.

(Figure 5) Need for Education of Software

We used var.test function in R to compare the variances 

of two samples from normal populations. Two samples are 

improved problem-solving ability and improved computational 

thinking in coding education.

As the result of the var.test, the p-value is 0.7771, which 

is greater than significance level .05. Hence, the dispersion 

of the two groups is the same, and Figure 6 is showing it. 

Since has been proved that variances are same for improved 

problem-solving ability and improved computational thinking, 

research hypothesis RH1 is accepted.

(Figure 6) Uniform Distribution

For deeper study of RH1, we checked the mean of the 

level for computational thinking improvement for 

respondents. Figure 7 is showing that the mean values are 

not same for students who answered the improvement of 

computational thinking differently. Those  of who answered 

that their computational thinking was not improved showed 

that they only improved 1.92 for the improvement of 

problem-solving ability while students who answered that 
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their computational thinking was improved showed 3.47 as 

the mean value for the problem-solving ability.

(Figure 7) t.test for mean values

To measure the difference in major, it had been analyzed 

the relationship between improvement of computational 

thinking ability and major of students with coding education. 

In other words, regardless of major, it has been assumed that 

the coding education showed improvement of the same 

computational thinking capability to all students. The 

importance of this research is to verify the effectiveness of 

the coding education regardless of major. If there is 

difference in effectiveness of the coding education depending 

on the major of students, it means students must be 

guaranteed to be educated by the differentiated coding 

education for different major.

The probabilities of the null hypothesis that the major and 

the improvement of computational thinking are independent 

are less than .001 as in Figure 8. Hence, the null hypothesis 

is rejected. There is a relationship between major of students 

and the improvement computational thinking. It concludes 

the research hypothesis RH2 is rejected.

(Figure 8) Test of Independence

To verify the difference in the improvement of 

computational thinking, the exact figures were confirmed in 

Figure 9. The students majored in economics and business 

administration reported 92% of the improvement for 

computational thinking while the students majored in 

education reported 87% of the improvement, and  the 

students majored in social science reported 84% of the 

improvement of computational thinking. It means that they 

have to be taught software education differently depends on 

their major.

(Figure 9) Exact Figures of Difference in Major

3.4 Factor Analysis

Based on Table 1 in Section 2, we extracted the basic 13 

sub-elements for computational thinking, and Table 2 is the 

list of the sub-elements.

The research was carried out through the questionnaire 

analysis reflecting the elements of Table 2, and the research 

hypothesis RH03 thru RH15 has been made based on it. For 

the analysis, the answer that interfered with the regularity of 

the statistical data was examined first. 

(Table 2) Sub-elements of Computation Thinking

Code Stand for

REF

REC

DAC

SMP

ABT

DCP

PAC

RSS

HRR

AGM

DCL

DAL

DPR

Reformulating   Thinking

Recursive Thinking

Data as Code, Code as Data

Simplicity

Abstraction

Decomposition

Prefetching and Caching

Resource Sharing

Heuristic Reasoning

Algorithmic Thinking

Data Collection

Data Analysis

Data Representation

As shown in Figures 10, eleven respondents appeared to 

observe regularity. In this study, we did not remove the 11 

responses to normality and reflected the all answers to the 

results.
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(Figure 10) Shapiro-Wilk normality test

The questionnaire was designed for 13 factors but still it 

is necessary to check how many factors existed in the 

questionnaire. Since the size of sample was 303, the 

minimum factor loading value must be higher than 0.325. 

We removed some of the questions by applying the 

minimum factor loading value, and reduced the number of 

factors with factor correlation values greater than or equal to 

7. The final factor analysis is as shown in Figure 11.

(Figure 11) Factor Analysis

As the result of the factor analysis, the research 

hypothesis needs to be changed. Among 13 research 

hypothesis related to factors of computational thinking, only  

RH07 and RH12 were accepted. Nevertheless, other 11 

research hypothesis did not need to be rejected since factors 

were combined with other factors and they came up as new 

factors for computational thinking. There were 8 newly 

combined factors for the computational thinking.

With the result of the factor analysis, we checked the 

interaction of the improvement of computational thinking 

with each of 10 final factors. However, only 6 factors 

showed the interactive relationship with computational 

thinking based on the improvement of problem-solving 

ability. In other words, if a student showed the improvement 

of problem-solving ability, that student also improved 

computational thinking along with the interaction with 6 

different factors. When we analyze the interaction, the 

significance level must be smaller than 0.05. The results of 

the interaction analysis are following.

(Figure 12) Analysis of Interaction 
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Figure 12 showed that 6 factors such as RFT, RCT, ABT, 

SMC, RRF, and AGM were interacted with the improvement 

of computational thinking. Table 3 summarized the revised 

factors of the computational thinking.

(Table 3) Revised Factors of Computational Thinking

Original Factor Applied as 

Reformulating Thinking

Recursive Thinking

Data as Code, Code as Data

Simplicity

Abstraction

Decomposition

Prefetching and Caching

Resource Sharing

Heuristic Reasoning

Algorithmic Thinking

Data Collection

Data Analysis

Data Representation

RFT, RRF

RCT

SMC

SMC

As it is (ABT)

RCT

RRF

RFT

RRF

As it is (AGM)

SMC

SMC

SMC

3.5 Analysis of Mediation Effect

Three mediation effect analysis were conducted to test the 

relationship between the knowledge acquisition  and the 

improvement of problem solving ability with following 

factors: expectation of class, improvement of abstraction 

ability, and improvement of algorithmic thinking ability. The 

assumption of the analysis is that the higher the knowledge 

acquisition, the better the computational thinking. To prove 

the assumption, a function of linear model has been applied 

(Figure 13) Improve CT and Knowledge Acquisition 

as Figure 13. Since we already proved that the problem 

solving ability is improved  when computational thinking  is 

improved by the research hypothesis RH01, anything that can 

improve the problem solving ability can  also improve the 

computational thinking.

Figure 14 is a model to analyze the mediation effect. 

Statistical analysis in R showed that there is mediation effect 

in the given model as Figure 15. It means that when the 

knowledge acquisition can improve the problem solving 

ability, expectation of the class has a mediation effect.

(Figure 14) A Model for Mediation Effect

(Figure 15) The mediation effect on ExpectClass
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Since abstraction and algorithmic thinking are the key 

aspects of the computational thinking, the mediation effects 

on two aspects had been reviewed. Figure 16 is the 

mediation effect of abstraction while Figure 17 is the 

mediation effect of algorithmic thinking.

(Figure 16) The mediation effect of abstraction

(Figure 17) The mediation effect of AGM

4. Conclusions & Further Research

The results of the verification of the educational 

effectiveness and the analysis for the factors of computational 

thinking are summarized as follows. 

In this paper, it is carefully reviewed for the educational 

effectiveness with students who had experienced 

computational thinking in the smart learning environment. As 

the result, the effect of education is remarkably improved 

compared with traditional learning environment. 

We also conducted the big data analysis to extract 

keywords in the education field of the 4th industrial 

revolution era. The 4th industrial revolution was related with 

the educational revolution, and the big data analysis of the 

educational revolution gave the keyword as software 

education. When we put ‘software education’ for the big data 

analysis, the term of computational thinking was appeared. It 

implies that people think the concept of computational 

thinking is a requirement for the 4th industrial revolution.

The survey was conducted to find out the singularity of 

computational thinking. We analyzed whether there is a 

difference in the level of computational thinking by majors. 

The results showed a different level in learning. This means 

that it needs to teach students differently by their majors to 

maximize the effectiveness of the education.

Since it is proved that the concept of computation 

thinking is important for the future education, the factor 

analysis for computational thinking was conducted. Through 

literature review, we come up with thirteen factors for the 

computational thinking. As the result of various analysis with 

13 factors, only 2 elements: abstraction and algorithmic 

thinking were influenced singly while other 11 factors were 

combined with other factors to affect new factors.

This study also analyzed the factors that have mediating 

effect on the improvement of problem solving ability. As a 

result of the mediation effect analysis, it clearly showed that 

the higher the expectations for learning, the better the 

problem solving ability. In addition, the improvement in 

abstraction and algorithmic thinking can lead the problem 

solving ability.

Various studies are needed to enhance the effectiveness of 

education in the smart learning environment. Computational 

thinking is a hot issue in education, and it has been proved 

that there is the benefits of computational thinking in this 

study. Consequently, educators should study how to apply 

computational thinking approach into their classes for better 

educational effect.
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If computational thinking is engaged with the real 

education field, students may acquire better quality education. 

To become a protagonist in the era of the 4th industrial 

revolution, every possible effort should be made. A study for 

a better future is a worthwhile effort. Through further study, 

students should be provided with the perfect educational 

environment and educational methods.
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